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Summary
Variable annuities with Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefits (GMWB) are
financial contracts between policyholders (investors) and insurance companies (is-
suers). A GMWB contract involves payment of a lump sum to the issuers from the
investors. The money collected is then invested on some specially selected assets.
The investors can withdraw up to a specified contractual rate each year, regardless
of the performance of the investment. The holder may also withdraw more than
the contractual amount with penalty.
The policyholder is in effect provided with a cash flow guarantee, although the
investment return is unknown at the beginning. Hence, proportional insurance fee
is charged for this guarantee.
In this thesis, we consider both the continuous model and the discrete one. In
the continuous model, the dynamic product is modeled using the singular control
approach. Finite difference method with penalty approximation is used to calculate
the contract value. In order to allow discrete withdrawals and incorporate some
more complex features, we also consider the discrete case. Then bisection method is
used to find out the proportional insurance charge since we do not have the explicit
vi
Summary vii
expression of the product. The effects of various parameter are also considered.




Variable annuities with guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefit (GMWB) are
very popular nowadays since the contracts provide investors with the tax-deferred
feature of variable annuities as well as the additional benefit of the guaranteed
minimum payment.
A variable annuities policy is a financial contract involving two parties: a pol-
icyholder (the investor) and an issuer (the insurance company). At inception of
the contract, the policyholder pays a lump sum to the issuer. This amount of
money is then invested in a well diversified reference portfolio of a specific class
of assets(usually mutual funds). Under this policy, the issuer promises to make
periodic payments to the policyholder on predetermined dates. The payments
are dependent on the performance of the reference portfolio, thus the holders can
benefit from the success of the investment.
A recent innovation in this market is the GMWB. There are many variations of
GMWB variable annuity contracts. A typical contract consists of a so called virtual
guarantee account and a personal sub-account. The virtual guarantee account
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is used to record the periodic withdrawals of the policyholder. The lump sum
premium paid by the policyholder is invested in the sub-account, which is managed
by the insurance company. This premium forms the initial balance of the sub-
account and that of the guarantee account. The holder of the policy may withdraw
funds on predetermined dates(e.g., on an annual or semi-annual basis), regardless
of the performance of the underlying policy. Every single withdrawal reduces the
guarantee account as well as the sub-account by the corresponding amount. As long
as the guarantee account stays positive, the policyholder can keep withdrawing,
even when the sub-account falls to zero before the maturity of the contract.
There is a contractual rate such that the holder is allowed to withdraw at or
below this rate without penalty. The entire initial investment is promised to be
returned to the investor. Under the dynamic setting, the holder may withdraw
at a rate higher or lower than the contractual rate or in a finite amount or even
surrender immediately. In this case, the investor receives the remaining amount
after a proportional penalty charge. At maturity, the investor can choose to get
either the remaining balance of the sub-account if it stays positive or the remaining
balance of the guarantee account subject to a penalty charge(i.e., the investor gets
the maximum of the two).
As we can see, the insurance company is in effect providing a cash flow guarantee,
although the investment return is not sure at the beginning. In return for this
guarantee, the insurance company receives a proportional fee based on the value
of the reference portfolio. What we are interested in is how much the insurance
company should charge the investor, i.e., we would like to find out the fair value
of the proportional fee.
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1.2 Historical Work
Milevsky and Salisbury (2006) [12] develop the pricing model of variable annuities
with GMWB under both static and dynamic settings. In the static case, the
policyholders are assumed to behave passively in the sense that they only withdraw
at the contract rate and hold the contract to maturity. They also show that the
contract can be decomposed into a Quanto Asian Put (QAP) plus the fixed periodic
cash flows. In the dynamic case, the investor follows an optimal withdrawal policy
so as to maximize the annuity value. The second case leads to an optimal stopping
problem akin to pricing an American put. Thus, a method used to price American
option is used by the authors.
Dai et al. (2008) [5] develop a singular control model for pricing variable annu-
ities with the GMWB. In their paper, both the continuous and discrete withdrawal
models are considered. In the continuous model, an HJB equation is derived and
the suitable boundary and terminal conditions are imposed. An efficient finite dif-
ference algorithm using the penalty approximation approach is proposed for solving
the singular control problem. Optimal withdrawal policies of the investors of the
variable annuities with GMWB are explored. They also construct the discrete pric-
ing formulation that models withdrawals on discrete dates. Reset provision which
discourages excessive withdrawals is considered. The numerical results reported
in their paper show that the discrete model converged to the continuous model.
Their paper provides a rigorous model in the singular control framework , which
overcomes the shortfalls of Milevsky and Salisbury’s work.
Chen and Forsyth (2008) [2] consider the problem using the impulse control
approach. They also prove the convergence of the discrete model to the viscosity
solution of the continuous one. The advantage of their formulation is that it is
easy to incorporate some more complex features such as the reset provision in
just one model. Forsyth et al.(2008) [3] work on the parameter effects on GMWB.
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Some other possibilities such as separation of mutual fund fees, jump model for the
underlying asset are also considered. They conclude that except for some rather
extreme cases, the typical fees in the market are not enough to cover the cost of
hedging these guarantees.
1.3 Overall Arrangement
In this thesis, we provide the mathematical models and numerical results for pricing
guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefit in variable annuities.
The next chapter is devoted to the modeling of GMWB in variable annuities. In
Dai et al. (2008) [5], they consider the dynamic model directly. But in this thesis,
we separate the modelling into static and dynamic cases similar to Milevsky and
Salisbury (2006) [12]. The reason for this approach will be made clear when we
carry out numerical implementation in the following chapters.
Numerical results are given in chapter 3. We consider the continuous model
(including static and dynamic cases) in the first section. Following that, we present
the numerical results for discrete withdrawal model and reset provision feature.
Parameter effects are also employed in this section. Pricing behaviors and optimal
withdrawal strategies are given in the last section.
We conclude this thesis with chapter 4.
1.4 Author’s Contributions
Following the scheme developed in Dai et al. (2008) [5], we carry out numeri-
cal implementations for both the discrete case and the continuous case using C
programming. Our results show that the GMWB contracts in the market are in
general under-valued.
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We use PDE approach to prove that the static product can be decomposed into
the following two items: a term-certain annuity paying G per annum for a period
T = w0/G years and a Quanto Asian Put (QAP) on a reciprocal variable annuity
account.
We also consider parameter effects on the GMWB contracts. How the maturity,
the volatility and the interest rate affect the contract rates are studied.
Lastly, we study the optimal withdrawal strategies under the dynamic setting.
From the results, we can see three different regions clearly, namely the region
where the policyholders withdraw at the contractual rate, the region where the
policyholders withdraw a finite amount and the indeterminate region where the
policyholders can withdraw any amount. The optimal withdrawal strategies ob-
tained in our thesis coincide with the results in Chen and Forsyth (2008) [2] and
Forsyth et al. (2008) [3].
Chapter 2
Models and Various Features
In this chapter, we present the modeling of the GMWB products. Similar to
Milesvsky and Salisbury(2006)[12], we first consider the static and dynamic prod-
ucts in the continuous withdrawal setting. Then, the discrete withdrawal model
and reset provision are provided.
2.1 Continuous Withdrawal Model
Following Milevsky and Salisbury(2006)[12], we would like to consider the static
and dynamic problems separately.
2.1.1 Assumption
Let S denote the value of the reference portfolio of assets underlying the variable
annuity policy, prior to deduction of insurance fees. Following the standard option
pricing theory, we assume S follows Geometric Brownian Motion in the risk neutral
world, i.e.,
6
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dS = rSdt+ σSdB, (2.1)
where r is the risk free interest rate, σ is the volatility and B is the standard
Brownian motion.
Let W denote the balance of the personal sub-account which is invested in the
risky assets. Let A denote the balance of guarantee account. Let w0 (taken to be
100 dollars here) be the initial value of the personal sub-account and the guarantee
account, which is the same as the initial paid premium. A can range from 0 to
w0. Let α be the proportional insurance charge paid by the policyholder. Then
from Eq.(2.1), we know that the dynamics of W follows the following stochastic
differential equation:
dW = (r − α)Wdt+ σWdB + dA, if W > 0. (2.2)
The above equation is true when W > 0. Once W touches zero, it remains to
be zero afterwards.
Let T denote the maturity of the policy, which is the same as T = w0/G. Let
V (W,A, t) be the value of the variable annuity with GMWB at time t when the
value of the personal sub-account is W and the value of the guarantee account is
A.
2.1.2 Static Product
As mentioned in the introduction, after the initial premium is paid to the issuer,
the policyholder can start to withdraw funds at pre-determined dates. The poli-
cyholder can choose to withdraw funds up to a specified contractual rate (denoted
by G) without penalty or he can withdraw above the contractual rate with some
penalty. It is said in Milevsky and Salisbury (2006)[12] that most, if not all, in-
surance companies assume that the policyholders just withdraw at the contractual
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rate G, so it is of importance to consider this problem, which is referred to the
static case or the passive case in this thesis.
In the static case, dA = −Gdt. From Eq.(2.2), we know that the dynamics of
the personal sub-account W obeys the following SDE:
dW = (r − α)Wdt+ σWdB −Gdt
= ((r − α)W −G) dt+ σWdB, for W > 0,
Again, the above equation is true whenW > 0. OnceW touches zero, it remains
to be zero afterwards.
Since we only consider the static case in this section, dA = −Gdt , the change
of A is deterministic. There is no need to introduce the variable A, thus, we let
v(W, t) be the value of the static product from now on.
For the policyholder, there are only two sources of income. One is the periodic
withdrawal at the rate of G and the other is the time value of the final personal
sub-account if it is still positive at maturity. Mathematically, the value of the static
product at time t is given by




























where Et[.] denotes the expectation under the risk neutral measure and u(W, t) is
defined as the time value of the personal sub-account.
According to Feynman-Kac theorem, we know that u(W, t) solves the following





σ2W 2uWW + ((r − α)W −G)uW − rU = 0, t ∈ [0, T ),W > 0,
u(W,T ) = W+,
u(0, t) = 0.
(2.3)




σ2W 2vWW + ((r − α)W −G) vW − rv +G = 0, t ∈ [0, T ),W > 0,
v(W,T ) = W+,





Remark. For u(W, t), we can use both the Monte-Carlo simulation and the finite
difference method to calculate it. Later, when we need to find v(W, t), we use the




In Milevsky and Salisbury (2006)[12], it is mentioned that the static product
can be decomposed into the following two items: a term-certain annuity paying
G per annum for a period T = w0/G years and a Quanto Asian Put (QAP) on a
reciprocal variable annuity account. This decomposition is useful from the following
three points of view. First, there are a variety of other well-studied approaches to
evaluate Asian options and we can apply them here. Second, there is an established
Asian option market, which provides the opportunity to hedge the contract using
Asian options. Finally, with the experiences of hedging of Asian options, a QAP
is an easier and more familiar product compared with a GMWB contract.
We now provide a proof to show that the governing equation for u(W, t) Eq.(2.3)
is equivalent to a QAP.
Following Milevsky and Salisbury (2006)[12], we define a new (reciprocal) pro-
cess:
Y = S−1 = e−(r−α−σ
2/2)t−σB.
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One can verify that Y obeys the following SDE:
dY = −(r − α− σ2)Y dt− σY dB.





Ysds and we can get dA =
1
t
(Y − A)dt. Let Q(Y,A, t) denote the value
of the option with underlyings Y and A at time t. Using the similar approach of
standard Asian option, we can check that Q(Y,A, t) satisfies Qt + Y−At QA + 12σ2Y 2QY Y + (σ2 − r + α)Y QY − rQ = 0,Q(Y,A, T ) = w0 (1−A)+Y . (2.5)









, we apply the
following transformations: µ = GT−tA
Y
and U = Q to Eq. (2.5).
Direct calculations show that
Qt = Ut + Uµµt = Ut − GA
Y
Uµ,
QA = UµµA = −Gt
Y
Uµ,










Eq. (2.5) can then be transformed into: Ut + 12σ2µ2Uµµ + ((r − α)µ−G)Uµ − rU = 0, t ∈ [0, T ), µ > 0,U(µ, T ) = µ+. (2.6)
We can see that the above system has the same governing equation and terminal
condition as Eq. (2.3). Thus we complete the proof of the equivalence of the the
governing Eq. (2.3) and the QAP in Milevsky and Salisbury (2006)[12].
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2.1.3 Dynamic Product
In this section, we recall the singular control formulation presented in Dai et al.
(2008) [5]. We assume that the investors are fully rational, which means that they
will withdraw the accounts (not necessarily G dollars) to the best of their interest.
In the continuous case, we denote γ the control variable presenting the contin-
uous withdrawal rate. Following Dai et al. (2008) [5], we assume that 0 ≤ γ ≤ λ,
where λ is the upper bound of γ. A is constrained to be absolutely continuous




γ(s)ds, 0 ≤ γ(s) ≤ λ.
W simply follows Eq.(2.2)and once W touches zero, it remains to be zero after-
wards..
Penalty charges are imposed when the withdrawal rate exceeds the contracted
withdrawal rate G. We suppose a proportional penalty charge k is applied to
the amount of γ above G, then the actual amount received is G + (1 − k)(γ −
G) when γ > G
Let f(γ) denote the rate of cash flow received by the policyholder, we then can
write f(γ) as a linear function in terms of γ
f(γ) =
 γ, if 0 ≤ γ ≤ G,G+ (1− k)(γ −G), if γ > G. (2.7)
The policyholder receives the continuous withdrawal cash flow f(γ) over the life
of the policy and the remaining balance of the personal account at maturity.
Based on the assumption that the policyholder is fully rational that he chooses
the optimal withdrawal policy in order to maximize the present value of the cash
flows, the no arbitrage value V (under the restricted class of withdrawal policies)




















+ (r − α)W ∂V
∂W
− rV ,





h(γ) = 0, (2.8)
where












γ, if 0 ≤ γ ≤ G,
kG+
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γ, if γ ≥ G.
Since h(γ) is piecewise linear, its maximum can only be achieved at either γ = 0,

























































Remark. The conditions of h(γ) to be 0, G and γ respectively are very useful
when we want to determine the optimal withdrawal policy of the investors.
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For the general case where A is allowed to be discontinuous (instantaneous
withdrawal of finite amount), the no arbitrage value of V of the variable annuity
with GMWB is given by












 −dA(s), if − dA(s) ≤ Gdt,kGdt− (1− k)dA(s), if − dA(s) > Gdt.
Allowing the upper bound λ of γ to be infinity, we can get V (W,A, t) from
V (W,A, t).
Taking λ → ∞ in Eq. (2.9), we obtain the following linear complementary





















where W > 0, 0 < A < W0, 0 < t < T .
To complete the formulation, it is necessary to impose the terminal condition at
maturity T and boundary conditions along the boundaries: W = 0,W → ∞ and
A = 0. Note that it is not necessary to give the boundary condition at A = W0
due to the hyperbolic feature of the variable A in Eq. ( 2.10).
According to Dai et al. (2008) [5], the auxiliary conditions for the linear com-
plementary formulation (2.10) is

V (W,A, T ) = max(W, (1− k)A),
V (W, 0, t) = e−α(T−t)W,
V (0, A, t) = V0(A, t),
V (W,A, t)→ e−α(T−t)W, as W →∞.
where V0(A, t) is the value function of the annuity when W = 0, which is the
solution of the following problem,













− (1− k)] = 0,
if 0 < A < A0, 0 < t < T,
V0(A, T ) = (1− k)A,
V0(0, t) = 0.
It happens that the explicit formula of V0(A, t) can be found [see Dai et al.
(2008) [5]]. It can be shown that








, T − t
)
.
Remark. Although we have the linear complementarity formulation of the dy-
namic product V (W,A, t), it is not so useful for numerical calculations. Thus, we
rely on the penalty approximation equation when we carry out numerical analysis.
2.2 Discrete Withdrawal and Reset Provision
In the previous section, we consider the continuous withdrawal model for the prob-
lem. However, in real life, the withdrawals are only allowed at discrete time ti,
i = 1, 2, . . . , N (here t0 denotes the time of inception and tN is the maturity date
T ), which means that we need to consider the discrete withdrawal case.
Let the discrete withdrawal amount at time ti be γi. Since the account balance
of the withdrawal guarantee At remains unchanged within (ti−1, ti), i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
the annuity value function V (W,A, t) satisfies the following differential equation
which is not dependent on A:
∂V
∂t
+ LV = 0, t ∈ (ti−1, ti), i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
While at time ti (the withdrawal date), we need to update both A and W. The
annuity sub-account drops from W to max(W − γi, 0) and Ai drops from Ai to
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Ai − γi. Therefore at t = ti, V (W,A, t) should satisfy
V (W,A, t−i ) = max
0≤γi≤A
(
V ((W − γi)+, A− γi, t+i ) + f(γi)
)
. (2.11)
Here f(γi) represents the actual cash amount received by the policyholder, which
is defined in the same way as that for f(γ) in Eq. ( 2.7).
In summary, V (W,A, t) satisfies the following differential equation:
∂V
∂t
+ LV = 0, if t 6= ti,
V (W,A, t−) = max0≤γi≤A (V ((Wi − γi)+, Ai − γi, t+) + f(γi)) ,
if t = ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , N,
V (W,A, T ) = max (W, f(A)) , t > 0,W > 0, 0 < A < W0,
V (W, 0, t) = e−α(T−t)W,
V (0, A, t) = V0(A, t),
V (w,A, t)→ e−α(T−t)W as W →∞.
where V0(A, t) is determined by
∂V0
∂t
− rV0 = 0, if t 6= ti,
V0(A, t
−) = max0≤γi≤A (V0(A− γi, t+)+, f(γi)) , if t = ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , N,
V0(A, T ) = f(A), t > 0, 0 < A < W0,
V0(0, t) = 0.
Reset Provision on the Guarantee Level
To discourage excessive withdrawals above G, the GMWB may include the reset
provision. Upon withdrawal at time ti, the guarantee is reset to min(A,Wt) − γi
if γi > G. With the reset provision, we just need to change the jump condition in
Eq. (2.11) to
V (W,A, t−i ) = max
0≤γi≤A
(
V (max(W − γi, 0), B, t+i ) + f(γi)
)
,
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where
B =
 min(A− γi,max(W − γi, 0)), if γi > G,A− γi, if γi ≤ G.
The boundary and terminal conditions are the same as the non-reset case except










 1, if γi ≤ G,0, otherwise.
We would like to check the consistency between the continuous and discrete
models in the following chapter.
Chapter 3
Numerical Implementation
In this chapter, we present the numerical results for the models derived in the
previous chapter. First, we consider the continuous model, which consists of the
static case and the dynamic case. A finite difference scheme using penalty approx-
imation is used for the dynamic model. Second, we give the results for the discrete
model and rest provision. We can see the discrete model converges to the contin-
uous model from the results. Parameter effects on the GMWB are also studied in
this section. We conclude this chapter with the discussion of optimal withdrawal
strategies.
3.1 Continuous Model
For the policyholders, no fee is paid at the initiation of a GMWB contract, the
insurance company needs to charge a proportional insurance fee α such that the
contract value at the beginning is equal to the initial premium w0. Here, the
annuity value at the contract inception is a function of α. The the fair value of
the proportional insurance charge is a solution to equation V (α;w0, w0, 0) = w0.
In the following, we solve the algebraic equation using bisection method.
17
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3.1.1 Static Product
For the static case, we use finite difference method to solve Eq.(2.3). Similar to
European option pricing, we apply some transformation to convert the domain to




, u(W, t) = (W + P )u¯(x, t),











(W + P )2
.
Since
ut = (W + P )u¯t =
P
1− xu¯t,
uW = u¯+ (W + P )u¯x
dx
dW






u¯x) + (1− x)u¯xx dx
dW
,
= (1− x)u¯xx 1
P









σ2x2(1− x)2u¯xx + (1− x)
[
(r − α)x− G
P
(1− x)] u¯x
− [r(1− x) + αx+ G
P
(1− x)] u¯ = 0,
u¯(x, T ) = x,
u¯(0, t) = 0,
u¯(1, t) = e−α(T−t).
Notice that the coefficient of u¯x in the above equation is
(1− x)
[





which does not preserve sign, so up-wind scheme should be adopted.
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Remark. The necessity of up-wind scheme is clear from the transport equation
Ut + aUx = 0. The general solution is given by U(x, t) = f(x− at), where f(x) is
an arbitrary differentiable function. We can see if a is positive, the “wind blows to
the right”; otherwise, the wind blows to the left. Also, from computational point





, v(W, t) = (W + P )v¯(x, t),
we can also convert the equation of v(W, t) into a finite domain problem. Since
we know the relationship between u(W, t) and v(W, t), we can write out v¯(x, t) in
terms of u¯(x, t), i.e.,







Once we find out the value of u¯(x, t), we can directly get v¯(x, t) using the above
equation, which will be used in the calculation later.
Construction of Finite Difference Scheme
Now we can construct the two-level finite difference scheme. Let u¯ni denote the
numerical approximation to u¯(i∆W,n∆t), where ∆W is the spatial step size and









u¯ni+1 − 2u¯ni + u¯ni−1
(∆x)2
+ (1− θ) u¯
n+1


























, if (1− i∆x) [(r − α)i∆x− G
P








, if (1− i∆x) [(r − α)i∆x− G
P
(1− i∆x)] < 0,
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and θ is a weighting factor, 0 < θ ≤ 1. When θ = 1, we have the fully implicit
scheme; while θ = 1
2
corresponds to the Crank-Nicholson scheme.
The numerical results are given in Table 3.1. If we compare the results with the
market value of GMWB in Milevsky and Salisbury (2006) [12], we can clearly see
the contract is under-valued in market place.
Table 3.2 computes the probability of ruin to demonstrate the validity of our nu-
merical results. Both the Monte-Carlo simulation and the finite difference method
are used. For Monte-Carlo simulation, we take the number of sample paths to be
10,000 and the number of time steps to be 100. Antithetic sampling is used. For
the finite difference method, we have 1024 W nodes and 512 time steps.
Table 3.1: The impact of the GMWB rate and the volatility of the investment
account on the required fee α where r = 5%
Guarantee rate G(%) MaturityT = 1/G (years) σ = 0.2 σ = 0.3
4 25.00 18b.p. 52b.p.
5 20.00 29b.p. 77b.p.
7 14.29 55b.p. 133b.p.
8 12.50 70b.p. 164b.p.
10 10.00 101b.p. 226b.p.
15 6.67 184b.p. 383b.p.
3.1.2 Dynamic Product
In this section, we calculate the price of the dynamic product using finite differ-
ence method with penalty approximation. Recall when we compute the value of
American option, one method is to calculate the difference of American option and
European option first, then adding back the difference to the value of European
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Table 3.2: GMWB Probability of Ruin within 14.28 years (40 b.p. insurance fee)
σ µ Monte Carlo Method(S.D.) Finite Difference Method
15% 4% 31.21%(0.31%) 31.25%
15% 6% 17.75%(0.26%) 17.86%
15% 8% 8.81%(0.17%) 8.84%
15% 10% 3.75%(0.13%) 3.77%
15% 12% 1.35%(0.07%) 1.38%
25% 4% 50.81%(0.10%) 50.77%
25% 6% 40.43%(0.19%) 40.49%
25% 8% 30.72%(0.21%) 30.88%
25% 10% 22.49%(0.26%) 22.47%
25% 12% 15.51%(0.21%) 15.57%
option yields the price of American option. There are at least two benefits of this
approach: on one hand, the auxiliary conditions for the difference is smoother;
on the other hand, the difference, which is quite small, yields better accuracy
up to several decimal places. Here, we take the same approach when calculating
the value of V (W,A, t). Instead of calculating V (W,A, t) directly, we calculate
Z(W,A, t) = V (W,A, t)− v(W, t) first.
From the penalty formulation of V (W,A, t) and the equation of v(W, t), we can




σ2W 2ZWW + (r − α)WZW − rZ +min(1− ZW − ZA − vW , k)G
+ λmax (1− k − ZW − ZA − vW , 0) +G(vW − 1) = 0.
(3.1)
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with auxiliary conditions
Z(W,A, T ) = max(0, (1− k)A−W ),
Z(W, 0, t) = e−α(T−t)W,
Z(0, A, t) = V0(A, t)− Gr
[
1− e−r(T−t)] ,
Z(W,A, t) = 0, as W →∞.




, Z(W,A, t) = (W + P )Z¯(x,A, t),











(W + P )2
.
Since
Zt = (W + P )Z¯t =
P
1− xZ¯t,
ZA = (W + P )Z¯A =
P
1− xZ¯A,
ZW = Z¯ + (W + P )Z¯x
P
(W + P )2
= (1− x)Z¯x + Z¯,
ZWW = −Z¯x dx
dW


















[1− v¯ − (1− x)v¯x]− 1− x
P
Z¯ − (1− x)
2
P








[1− v¯ − k − (1− x)v¯x]− 1− x
P
Z¯ − (1− x)
2
P





(1− x) [v¯ + (1− x)v¯x − 1] = 0,
(3.2)
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with terminal and boundary conditions
Z(x,A, T ) = max(0, (1−k)A
P
(1− x)− x),
Z(x, 0, t) = e−α(T−t)x− v¯(x, t),
Z(0, A, t) = 1
P
[
V0(A, t)− Gr (1− e−r(T−t))
]
,
Z(1, A, t) = 0.
Construction of Finite Difference Scheme
Although we have singular control formulation Eq.(2.10), we do not use it for
numerical analysis which might pose computational difficulties. Instead, we use the
penalty formulation. When the penalty coefficient λ is sufficiently large( 108 for
example), we can get quite acurate result according to Forsyth et al. (2002) [7]. We
apply the standard finite difference method to discretize the penalty formulation
(3.2). Since the governing equation (3.2) is a degenerate diffusion equation with
only the first order derivative of A, up-wind scheme must be used in order to avoid
excessive numerical oscillations in the calculations when the penalty parameter λ
takes a large value.
Let Z¯nj,k denote the numerical approximation to Z¯(j∆W,k∆A, n∆t), where ∆W
and ∆A are the spatial step sizes and ∆t is the time step.
The general family of two-level implicit schemes for solving Eq.(3.2) is given by









Z¯nj+1,k − 2Z¯nj,k + Z¯nj−1,k
(∆x)2
+ (1− θ)
Z¯n+1j+1,k − 2Z¯n+1j,k + Z¯n+1j−1,k
(∆x)2
]





































































where θ is a weighting factor, 0 < θ ≤ 1.
When θ = 1, we have the fully implicit scheme; θ = 1
2
corresponds to the
Crank-Nicholson scheme. Because of the non-linear penalty term in the differential
equation, a non-linear algebraic system of equations has to be solved at each time
step. Newton iterations are applied to solve the non-linear algebraic equations.
If not stated otherwise, we use the following set of parameters for our numerical
analysis.
In Table 3.4, we provide the numerical results obtained from the Crank-Nicholson
scheme of different time steps and spatial steps. Since we use the Crank-Nicholson
scheme , we expect second order of convergence. But our numerical results show
that the order is less. This may be due to the use of up-wind scheme for variable
A which reduces the rate of convergence. Actually, in Forsyth et al.(2008) [3], they
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Table 3.3: Base case parameters
Parameters Value
T Maturity 14.28 years
r Interest rate 5%
G Contractual withdrawal rate 7
w0 Initial premium 100
σ volatility 0.2
k Penalty charge rate 0.1
λ Penalty parameter 106
used α = 0 to calculate the rate of convergence, which yielded only first order of
convergence. But here, this α is the fair value of proportional insurance charge and
it gives us more than first order convergence. In Table 3.5 , we test the convergence
of numerical approximation solution to the annuity value with varying values of
the penalty parameter λ and penalty rate k.When λ is sufficiently large, we can
clearly see the convergence of the penalty approximation.
Figure 3.1 shows us the value of the GMWB contract as a function of W at
t = 0,A = 100 with respect to different proportional insurance charge including
the fair value α = 0.0099. Intuitively, the higher the insurance charge, the larger
the GMWB contract value. However, the figure shows that when W is relatively
small, α has no effect on the contract value. This is because A dominates the
contract, so insurance charge which only acts on W has no contribution at all.
Figure 3.2 plots the value surface of the GMWB guarantee at t = 0 as a function
of W and A assuming a fair proportional insurance charge is imposed. The figure
shows that the contract value increases as W and A increase.
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Table 3.4: Rate of convergence of the Crank-Nicholson scheme with penalty ap-
proximation
Time steps W nodes A nodes Annuity value Change in value Ratio of change
32 64 64 100.609
64 128 128 100.276 0.333
128 256 256 100.066 0.210 1.58
256 512 512 100.006 0.059 3.55
512 1024 1024 99.989 0.017 3.47
Table 3.5: Test of convergence of the numerical approximation to the annuity value
with varying values of penalty parameter λ and penalty charge k
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Figure 3.1: The value of GMWB guarantee at t = 0 as a function of W at t = 0,
W = 100, with respect to different values of the insurance fee α including the fair
























Figure 3.2: The value of GMWB guarantee at t = 0 as a function of W and A.
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Table 3.6: Maturity effect
Maturity Insurance Fee G
10 years 139 b.p.
14.28 years 99 b.p.
20 years 75 b.p.






3.1.3 Parameter Effects on GMWB Contracts
Similar to Forsyth et al.(2008) [3], we would like to consider the following:
Effect of Maturity
As expected, the insurance charge decreases as the maturity T increases. This
is due to the depreciation of the time value of the guarantee.
Effect of Volatility
The insurance charge increase dramatically as volatility increases. So volatility
has a large effect on the guarantee rate G.
Effect of Interest Rate
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Table 3.8: The interest rate effect






Table 3.8 shows the insurance charge with respect to different risk free interest
rate. The guarantee values are very sensitive to interest rate due to time value.
3.2 Discrete Model and Reset Provision




, V (W,A, t) = (W + P )V¯ (x,A, t).




V¯xx + (r − α)x(1− x)V¯x − [r(1− x) + αx] V¯ = 0,
if t 6= t1, · · · , tI ,














if t 6= t1, · · · , tI ,





V¯ (x, 0, t) = e−α(T−t)x,
V¯ (0, A, t) = 1
P
V0(A, t),
V¯ (1, A, t) = e−α(T−t).
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where the solution domain is
x ∈ [0, 1], A ∈ (0, A0), and t ∈ [0, T ).
The only difference between the discrete model and the rest provision feature is
the updating of A. We just have to take (2.2) and (2.12) into consideration.
When we apply the jump condition to the value function, the resulted value
function may not be available on the existing grids, so we need to do interpolation
in order to find the correct result.
Table 3.9 shows the effects of withdrawal frequency and the reset provision
feature. From the second column, we can see withdrawal frequencies have relatively
small effects on the annuity value. For example, decreasing the withdrawal interval
from 1 year to 1 month only result 1.417 change in the value function. This tells
us the right to withdraw more frequently is not really a very attractive feature. If
we compare the second column with the third one, we can tell reset provision also
has very little effect.
Table 3.9: The dependence of the value of GMWB annuity on the withdrawal
frequency per year
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3.3 Optimal Withdrawal Strategies
In this section, we would like to consider the optimal withdrawal policy of the
investor. As we mention in Chapter 2, the investor can only choose to withdraw a
finite amount (infinite rate of withdrawal), at the contractual rate or not to with-
draw. In Dai et.al (2008)[5], they argue that it is never optimal not to withdraw
at all based on financial intuition. In fact, their argument is based on the effects
of α on W . Figure 3.1 shows that when W is small, α has little effect on W .




≥ 0, which can be used to argue that
withdrawal always occurs under optimal dynamic withdrawal strategy. However,




= 0. Actually our numerical results show that




= 0 is larger
and larger. In this region, we can withdraw at any rate between 0 and G, so we
refer to it as indeterminate region.
In Dai et.al (2008)[5], it is mentioned that the optimal withdrawal boundary
starts from the left end at
A = −G
r
ln(1− k) = − 7
0.05
ln(1− 0.1) = 14.75.
This is confirmed by our numerical results.
Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 show the optimal withdrawal strategies with respect to
t = 0, t = 3 years, t = 7 years and t = 10 years.
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Figure 3.3: The optimal withdrawal strategy at t = 0.

















Figure 3.4: The optimal withdrawal strategy at t = 3 years.
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Figure 3.5: The optimal withdrawal strategy at t = 7 years.


















Figure 3.6: The optimal withdrawal strategy at t = 10 years.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
In this thesis, we carry out numerical analysis of GMWB contracts following the
scheme developed in Dai et al. (2008) [5]. To make the model more realistic,
we also consider the discrete case. An efficient finite difference algorithm with
penalty approximation is used to calculate the fair contract value of annuities.
The optimal strategies of the investors are also studied. Based on our numerical
results, we conclude that the variable annuities with GMWB in the market are
under-valued.
There are still many possible research problems associated with GMWB con-
tracts. For example, we can incorporate price jumps in the model since we consider
a rather long contract. Also, we can separate the proportional total fees into two
parts, one part paid to fund the guarantee and the other to be the mutual fund
management fee. As the market for GMWB is growing rapidly, there are many
variations of the basic contract, which may include more embedded options. The
model presented in this thesis provides possible approach to study other features





discrete.c (The binomial tree method for continuous dividend payment)
// x,y discretization
for(i=0; i<=n; i++) x[i] = i*dx;
for(j=0; j<=m; j++) y[j] = j*dy;


















upper[i] = coef2nd[i]/(dx*dx) + coef1st[i]/dx;
middle[i] = -2*coef2nd[i]/(dx*dx) - coef1st[i]/dx
+ coefzero[i] ;









for (s=0; s<=L; s++){
if (s==0){




for (t=dTT-dt; t>=0; t-=dt){
// v0(A,t)
v0[0] = 0;











// boundary condition when A = 0





// RHS of Mu = f
for(i=1; i<n; i++)
{




f[0] = 1/P*v0[j]; // boundary condition at x = 0
f[n] = exp(-alpha*dt); // boundary condition at x = 1
tridgnlsolver(M,f,z,n);











































for(i=0; i<=n; i++) x[i] = i*dx;
for(i=0; i<=m; i++) y[i] = i*dy;
// Teminal condition for v and Z





temp = (1-k)/P*y[j]*(1-x[i]) - x[i];
w[j*(n+1)+i] = max(temp,0); //temp> 0 ? temp : 0;
}
}
// coeff for static
for(i=1; i<n; i++){
coef2nd0[i] = 0.5*sigma*sigma*x[i]*x[i]*(1-x[i])*(1-x[i]);
coef1st0[i] = (1-x[i])*((r-alpha+G/P)*x[i] - G/P);




upper0[i] = coef2nd0[i]/(dx*dx) + coef1st0[i]/dx;
middle0[i] = -2*coef2nd0[i]/(dx*dx)




upper0[i] = coef2nd0[i]/(dx*dx) ;
middle0[i] = -2*coef2nd0[i]/(dx*dx)
+ coef1st0[i]/dx + coefzero0[i];












coefzero[i] = (r-alpha)*x[i] - r;
}
for(i=1; i<n; i++){
upper[i] = coef2nd[i]/(dx*dx) + coef1st[i]/(2*dx);
middle[i] = -2*coef2nd[i]/(dx*dx) + coefzero[i];










printf("t = %f \n", t);
















f0[0] = 0; // x = 0




v[i] = u0[i] + (1-x[i])/P*(G/r)*(1-exp(-r*(T-t)));
}
// Dynamic Product Z
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// y = 0, the values stored in w[0*(n+1)+i]
for(i=0; i<=n; i++ ){
w[i] = x[i]*exp(-alpha*(T-t)) - v[i];
}
for(j=1; j<=m; j++){
tau = min(-log(1-k)/r, T-t );
vA[j] = (1-k)*max(y[j] - G*tau, 0)


















- (1-x[i])*(1-x[i])/P/dx - 1/dy);
M.ldgnl[i] = -theta*A.ldgnl[i] - nlower[i];
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M.udgnl[i] = -theta*A.udgnl[i];













- (1-x[i])*(1-x[i])/P/dx - 1/dy);
M.ldgnl[i] = -theta*A.ldgnl[i] - nlower[i];
M.udgnl[i] = -theta*A.udgnl[i];


















f[0] = 1/P*(vA[j] - G/r*(1 - exp(-r*(T-t))));
f[n] = 0;
tridgnlsolver( M, f, z, n);
for(i=0;i<=n;i++) diff[i]=z[i]-z0[i];
if (v2norm(diff,0,n) <= TOLERENCE){
break;
}else if(counter>1000){
printf("j=%d The Newton Iteration for penalty method "

















- z[i] - (1-x[i])*(z[i]-z[i-1])/dx
- P/(1-x[i])*(z[i]-w[(j-1)*(n+1)+i])/dy;
temp3 = (1-k-v[i+1]-(1-x[i+1])*(v[i+2]-v[i])/(2*dx))
- z[i+1] - (1-x[i+1])*(z[i+1]-z[i])/dx
- P/(1-x[i+1])*(z[i+1]-w[(j-1)*(n+1)+i+1])/dy;
temp4 = (1-v[i]-(1-x[i])*(v[i+1]-v[i-1])/(2*dx))
- z[i] - (1-x[i])*(z[i]-z[i-1])/dx
- P/(1-x[i])*(z[i]-w[(j-1)*(n+1)+i])/dy;;
temp5 = (1-v[i+1]-(1-x[i+1])*(v[i+2]-v[i])/(2*dx))
- z[i+1] - (1-x[i+1])*(z[i+1]-z[i])/dx
- P/(1-x[i+1])*(z[i+1]-w[(j-1)*(n+1)+i+1])/dy;;
if (!flag1){




































f1 = dynamic(n, m, P, G, r, sigma,x1, k, T, dt, dx, dy,theta) - 100.0;
f2 = dynamic(n, m, P, G, r, sigma,x2, k, T, dt, dx, dy,theta) - 100.0;
// if (f1*f2 >= 0.0) {break;}
rtb = f1 < 0.0 ? (Dx=x2-x1,x1) : (Dx= x1-x2,x2);
for(i=0; i<=MAX_ITER; i++){
f2 = dynamic(n, m, P, G, r, sigma,xmid= rtb
+ (Dx*=0.5), k, T, dt, dx, dy,theta) - 100.0;
if (f2<=0.0) rtb = xmid;















if (b[0]==0) nrerror("Error 1 in tridgnlsolver");
u[0] = r[0]/(beta0 = b[0]);
for(j=1; j<=n; j++){
gamma1[j] = c[j-1]/beta0;
beta0 = b[j] - a[j]*gamma1[j];
if (beta0==0) nrerror("Error 2 in tridgnlsolver");
u[j] = (r[j]-a[j]*u[j-1])/beta0;
}
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Thesis Title: Pricing Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefitin Variable Annuities
Abstract
Variable annuities with Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefits (GMWB)
are financial contracts between policyholders (investors) and insurance companies
(issuers). A GMWB contract involves payment of a lump sum to the issuers from
the investors. The money collected is then invested on some specially selected
assets. The investors can withdraw up to a specified contractual rate each year,
regardless of the performance of the investment. The holder may also withdraw
more than the contractual amount with penalty.
The policyholder is in effect provided with a cash flow guarantee, although the
investment return is unknown at the beginning. So proportional insurance fee is
charged for this guarantee.
In this thesis, we consider both the continuous model and the discrete one. The
continuous GMWB problem is modeled using singular control approach. Finite
difference method with penalty approximation is used to calculate the contract
value. In order to allow discrete withdrawals and incorporate some more complex
features, we also consider the discrete case. Then bisection method is used to find
out the proportional insurance charge since we do not have the explicit expression
of the product. The effects of various parameter are also considered. The study of
optimal withdrawal strategies is carried out at the end of the thesis.
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Guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefit, Variable annuities, Singular control model,
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